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   A Message from Our President Deborah Pauly, J.D.  
 

PAULY ’S PERSPECTIVE 

I believe that our country was founded to be One Nation, Under God. 
 
God is not a God of confusion, but of peace. Right now, in our country, 
there is confusion everywhere. It is purposefully being created. It is being 

created to destroy. Because it does not generate a sense of peace, we can know that is it not from 
God. Rather, it is from the enemies of God.   
 
During CPOC’s very first general membership meeting in January 2022, I posed a question of Gina 
Gleason, one of two guests invited for a moderated discussion. We sat in easy chairs on the stage 
and engaged in open conversation for the edification of those gathered. I asked, “How can the faith
-based community work more effectively with the Republican Party to be more successful in local 
politics?”  
 
Everyone knows Gina Gleason. She’s the powerhouse behind Real Impact and a right hand political 
advisor to Pastor Jack Hibbs of Calvary Chapel Chino Hill. She paused before her thoughtful         
answer…. 
 
“First of all — God does not need the Republican Party.”  
 
I did not expect that answer. 
 
However, it is certainly true. God does what He wants, how 
He wants and when He wants. Proverbs 21:1 tells us that 
“The king’s heart is like channels of water in the hand of 
the Lord; He turns it wherever He wishes.” I am certainly 
not qualified to be a pastor, but I have long believed that if we don’t actively seek to invite God into 
the discussions taking place in the public square, we will continue to languish in a prison of our own 
making. 
 
CPOC’s March meeting was almost destroyed by the efforts of liberal operatives who want to disrupt 
the Education Reform agenda. Anyone with extensive experience in how the left operates to 
discredit and neutralize effective push back should recognize Liberal Tactic 101: Scream 
RACISM!   
 
That is what happened.  
 

No one should be influenced by hollow and unfounded claims that a patriot activist is a racist.    
Controversial and inaccurate posts of pure rubbish by a liberal troll, who goes by ➔ 
InMiniVanHell,” were designed to stir up teacher’s union operatives and pressure school board  ➔ 

We ’ve Got  a  Beef  With  RINOs  
Running the GOP Into  the  Ground!  
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InMiniVanHell,” were designed to stir up teacher’s union operatives and pressure school board 
trustees NOT to educate and inform the concerned parents and grandparents who gathered in 
March. These progressive liberals know CPOC is organizing and will be effective against them.  
 
I have been aware of this particular troll, InMiniVanHell, for some time, but I 
blocked her about 2-years ago because she was so annoying and obviously 
unhinged. I have since learned that her name is Brianna Walker. She        
resides in Mission Viejo. She has been responsible for Doxxing a great                  
number of Patriots in Orange County, particularly in South County. She is a 
very effective liberal operative who has gotten people fired and hurt business-
es, among other damaging ends.  
 
We have learned these things through the network of CPOC members who 
connect the patriot community in Orange County. This time her crosshairs  
targeted Bob Walters, a long-time activist in education reform. Bob’s primary 
focus has been reintroducing the trades back into the public schools. The liberal purpose in making 
unfounded claims that Bob Walters is a racist was to cause confusion, fear and intimidation of the 
trustees and the attendees to prevent us from aligning against them and their unsavory agenda 
seeping into our public schools. 
 
CPOC will not be intimidated by liberal union operatives! They have run roughshod over concerned 
parents in our community for too long. Brianna Walker will surely be a major player in the upcoming 
elections and in recall efforts of conservative school board trustees. She will be effective only if we 
allow her to silence us. 
 
All the trustees, but one, pulled out of the March meeting at the 11th hour. Our lead organizer, the 

faithful and highly experienced Linda Cone, co-officer of CPOC’s Education 
Committee, was scrambling to salvage the program. The one trustee who 
spoke was the most sophisticated because he has weathered and witnessed 
many storms in nearly three decades of fighting destructive liberal policies.  
 
Those in attendance learned how to be strong and bold in the face of liberal 
bullies. Those who did not attend where denied the opportunity to be     
mentored by more mature, experienced activists who have walked this walk 
before, gone before them, and survived the onslaught. In the art of war, it is 
important to “know thy enemy.”  
 
Together, we should support those trustees who are the "tip of the sword" 
on our behalf. It is the responsibility of a local elected official to be 
OUR first line of defense. It is our civic duty to stand arm-in-arm 
with them as they fight for shared values.  

 
To be part of this important citizen army, you cannot cower in the face of threats, fear and intimida-
tion. Wars are not won that way. All that happens, is you expose your soft underbelly; the enemy 
knows where to strike next time. It’s misguided to think they will play nicely if you roll over and  
succumb to their threats. 
 
I want to call your attention to one other individual. She is another prolific and deranged liberal   
operative. Her name is Michelle Weisenberg. She attends nearly every OUSD Board meeting and  
attacks conservatives on that board. In particular, she has attacked a board member for social me-
dia posts about prayer vigils at the OUSD HQ flag poll.  
 
See the photos of disgusting screenshots on the next page taken off Michelle Weisenberg’s personal 
social media page in 2018 when “pussy rallies” were taking place around the country. Michelle t   ➔ 

Brianna Walker aka 
InMiniVanHell 

Linda Cone 
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social media page in 2018 when “pussy rallies” were taking 
place around the country. Michelle took her two young    
children to these rallies: daughter wearing penis antenna on 
her head and son being made to hold a giant, blow up penis 
with a cartoon face. (NOTE: We have blocked a portion of 
their faces, even though their own mother did not have the 
decency to protect her children from future embarrassment.)  
 
In a follow-up picture Michelle is kissing the giant penis. It’s 
shocking, but that’s not the main point. The main point is to 
demonstrate visually for you the type of individual who is 
seeking to influence public education in our communities. 
She had no problem posting these photos on her social   
media page for the entire world to see. Yet, she has a    
problem with a post concerning prayer seeking God’s       
intervention to stop hideous abuse of children.  
 
Dr. Ken Williams, 3rd District Trustee, Orange County Board 
of Education, shares a video about the secret social transi-
tioning of students at the Newport Mesa Unified School Dis-
trict (NMUSD). This 16.5 minute video is very concerning 
and will be shown at the board’s meeting, Wednesday, April 
12, 2023. However, you may download it here. I encourage 
you to watch it and share this column with others. 
 
Also, be sure to read a personal account (page 7), reported 
anonymously by a CPOC member, who was able to under-
stand what had happened to her daughter in an OUSD 
school after attending the March meeting. Yes, this is    
happening right here in Orange County. 
 
If you missed the March meeting, you missed an amazing 
meeting. 
 
You do NOT want to miss the April meeting. We’re serving 
beefy burgers because we HAVE A BEEF WITH THE GOP. 
They don’t listen to the grassroots patriots and they have 
no fight in them. In fact, they often join forces with the lib-
erals to discredit conservative patriots who are demanding 
more from the Republican Party. We want new, responsive 
leadership. They just keep dishing up the same old RINO 
retreads! 
 
Back by popular demand!  Attend the CPOC roundtable 
workshop with your Assembly District allies! We will employ 
leadership from the bottom up, instead of dictating from 
the top down. New shoots will spring forth at the April 
meeting. With sunlight and proper care, new leaders will 
bear fruit. 

What Michelle Weisenberg believes is appro-
priate for her children, may not align with the 
sensibilities of most parents.  

Michelle Weisenberg’s personal social media 
posts.  

https://we.tl/t-iC7xiigZt6
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What if I were to tell you that there is no historical fact that Betsy Ross made the first American flag? The Betsy 
Ross story did not surface until 34 years after her death when her only surviving grandson, William Canby,         
presented a paper he wrote to the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. The paper 
included stories he had heard when he was 11 years old after his grandmother 
died. His paper stated that “In 1776, George Washington visited Betsy’s Tailor 
Shop along with a congressional committee comprised of himself, Robert Morris 
and Col. George Ross (a relative of Betsy’s late husband). The committee        
appointed Betsy the task of sewing a flag based on a rough drawing by Col. Ross. 
She offered various suggestions which were making the flag more symmetrical 
and using the five pointed star instead of six.” The story goes that when the flag 
was completed it was flown at the peak of one of their vessels after which     
Congress unanimously approved it. 
 

Of course, when the story was made public at the close of the Civil War America 
embraced the patriotic tale. The Betsy Ross story was published in books,     
magazines and newspapers plus countless children’s books depict the tale. 
 

The main reasons historians and flag experts do not believe the Betsy Ross story 
is because of the lack of historical evidence and documentation. 

 No records show that Continental Congress had a committee to design a national flag in 1776 
 George Washington was not a member of Continental Congress but rather the commander and chief 

of the Continental Army so it was unlikely he would have headed the congressional committee.  
 Although Betsy Ross kept detailed records in her shop, no invoice or document was found linking her 

to this transaction. 
 There is no record that Betsy Ross and George Washington even knew each other or that he was even 

in her shop. 
 In letters and diaries neither George Washington, Col. Ross or Robert Morris mentioned anything 

about a national flag in 1776. 
 The flag Resolution of 1777 was first documented as a discussion or debate about a national flag. 

 

The question ‘Who made the first American Flag?’ can only be given speculative answers. There were 17 flag          
making stores in Philadelphia. Margaret Manny is thought to have made the first Continental Colors flag but no 
evidence to suggest she also made the Stars and Stripes. Any flag maker in that city could have sewn the first 
American flag. As for the design, a vast majority of historians believe that Francis Hopkinson is the most likely                 
candidate.  Why?  He was a Renaissance man of that era, an artist, a writer, and inventor. He designed the Great 
Seal of the United States (blue shield with 13 red and white stripes with 13 six pointed stars above the shield). This 
was altered somewhat by a committee and was later approved. 
 

To add to the mystery surrounding the first American flag, experts can only guess the reason Congress chose 
stripes, stars and red, white and blue for our flag.  Yes, they were influenced by the unofficial American flag, the 
Continental Colors which was influenced by England’s Union Jack. As reported by Congress in those days on the 
official American flag “white signifies purity and high ideals, red hardiness and courage and blue for vigilance and 
justice.” 
 

Even though we may not know all of the people who created our beloved flag, we do know that it signifies the 
qualities of the human spirit we Americans cherish. It has influenced great patriotism and has taken on meaning 
unmatched by any other country’s national emblem.   

by Betts Rivét, Americanism  
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CPOC March Meeting and the Dissention of                       

California’s Educational System: A Personal Epiphany 

By Anonymous 

I am one of “those” parents who witnessed their child become transgender. Although 

there is much to say about how this event impacted my family, what I want to focus on in 

this article is my discovery of the role in which the California Department of Education (CDE) and the teacher’s union 

played in influencing transgender lifestyles. It was during the CPOC March meeting, when all the pieces seemed to fit 

together to provide the explanation I was looking for. 

Before I begin explaining my belief, let me share that I am not a stranger to the transgender movement. Nearly            

30-years ago while living in the Bible-belt state of Oklahoma, I witnessed a close friend, who was a 6’5” male, go 

through the process of transitioning into a woman.  I actually supported my friend and was my friend’s cheerleader. 

They say God prepares you for everything. 

When I compared what had happened to my friend with my child’s experience, the two seemed to be different. My 

friend had to deal with committing to a very physically, mentally and socially challenging decision of his transition in a 

strict society, which was a very personal journey. For my child, who was raised in liberal California, the journey was a 

part of a greater social movement with a hint of being fashionably cool. What was once a deep search for self to the 

transgender, was now a corporate movement involving minors who through various supports from school, media and 

our California laws were transitioning at an alarming rate. I would assert that in many cases this was done without the 

knowledge of the parent. My views are supported by professionals familiar with gender dysphoria who were inter-

viewed in the movie directed by Justin Folk called, What is a Woman?1 and the book by Abigail Shrier titled, Irreversible 

Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters.2,3 

Both of the above references describe a notable shift in the role of educators 

and pediatric professionals regarding gender dysphoria. They had changed 

from traditionally taking no opinion on the subject, which allowed the minor/

individual to dwell on deep personal root causes  that directed the person to 

the appropriate decision. In most cases, the individuals grew out of the 

transgender state and accepted their biological identity. 1-3 This is what hap-

pened to my friend after 10-years of transitioning.  

Today, the “popular” approach has educators and pediatric professionals blindly affirming the minor’s identity of 

choice. 1-3 The recent movie directed by Taylor Reece called, Dead Name, includes a sorrowful account from a mother 

who unwillingly is attempting to comply based on professional advice.4   This methodology was implemented to prevent 

suicidal tendencies, which professionals claim arise with gender dysphoria.1-3  Thinking back, I do recall my friend men-

tioning being on suicide watch for a year. He shared that it was a process which he had to undergo prior to his doctor 

authorizing a transition operation. What I could not understand is how could teachers, especially those who are par-

ents, overwhelmingly align with this approach? 

Let’s return to the subject of the CPOC March 2023 meeting focusing on local education. Meeting topics included      

discussions held at  the 2021 CA state teacher union convention regarding Multi-Tiered System of Supports  (MTSS).5 

MTSS is an educational strategy outlined by the CDE that implements societal changes through whole child supports, 

which include direction for academics, behavior and social success.   MTSS draws from two programs called Response 

to Instruction and Intervention (RTI2) and Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS). The two programs are  

traditionally                            Continued on next page ... 

 "It was during the CPOC March 

meeting, when all the pieces 

seemed to fit together to provide 

the explanation I was looking 

for."  
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traditionally utilized for students with behavioral and/or learning disabilities—with very good 

results. What makes MTSS different, is that this “whole approach” is now applied to the entire 

California student body, as if there were an issue with the larger population of youth that 

needed to be adjusted or corrected.5  This strategy is achieved by embedding specific ideolo-

gies into the teaching methods utilized by educators, into school libraries, into language arts 

text, history books, and math books. 5-7 Guidance for these strategies include references to 

Black Lives Matter,  Trevor Space and gender diversity approaches geared towards preschool-

ers–the bones of CRT and gender-confusion all done to   promote diversity and social equity.6-7 

The role of the CA teachers’ union was to maintain their well-known bullish   character, as described in Rebecca Frie-

drich’s book Standing Up to Goliath, in order to ensure compliance from the teachers or else.8 

Infiltration into our local schools seems successful. In Jan 2023, the Orange Unified School District fired the Superinten-

dent who managed the district while my child was attending school.9 Among the complaints about the fired superinten-

dent was her lack of response to a year-old complaint regarding a sexually explicit book that was placed in an elemen-

tary school library.10  I now knew how my child was influenced by the school environment. 
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Know the Assembly District You Live in!  
 

Click here to visit Orange County Vote. 

It is a lot harder to find than it used to be!                                                                               

Follow the directions on the Registrar of Voter’s website. 

https://ocvote.maps.arcgis.com/apps/instant/lookup/index.html?appid=96072186974849878121d52f4c0a50f0
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Up for Re-election in 2024 are Conservative Trustees:  
 

District 1 - Jorge Valdes 

District 3 - Ken Williams 

District 4 - Tim Shaw 
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HEAVENLY FATHER, 
We are so grateful we can pray to YOU, anytime and anywhere. 
We acknowledge YOU are here with us this evening. We join the Psalmist of the Scriptures when he says:  

Teach me Your way, O Lord. Teach me good judgement and knowledge. Teach me to do Your will. 
The Lord promises HE will instruct and teach us. 

We desperately need YOUR instruction as we face so many challenges regarding the government-run   
education system. Grant courage and success to those who are shining a light on the darkness of that 
system that plagues our Schools.    
We pray concerned parents will wisely decide what to do about their children’s education. That they  
will be brave to stand up against what they know is wrong. Especially bless those teachers and staff 
that strive to honor YOU as they teach and care for children. AMEN 
 

- Faith Canedo, Chaplain 

Hello patriots! The March 14 BOS meeting went as usual. 
CPOC members shared their concerns about specific issues 
and as usual the BOS ignored us, voting as they would have 
whether we were there or not. At least our concerns are on 
the record.  

Item 17:  
The cumulative total given to Mental Health Association of   
Orange County is $2 Million. However, when we conducted a 
Google search, no address populated for “Mental Health Asso-
ciation of Orange County.” The BOS rebuttal was that they vet 
each company they give money to. However, CPOC countered 
with Cheryl Frink sending the BOS a picture of her Google 
search showing no such entity exists in Orange County.  
 

Item 21:   
BOS approved $4 million to Yellow Cab for non-emergency 

transportation for people with drug addictions or mental illness. A CPOC member reminded the 
BOS that Orange County has a bus system. 
 

Item 22 
The BOS approved $785,000 to Resource Oversight & Guidance Service. Basically, the BOS wants 
a third-party to pay the bills for people with mental illness. From what we were told, the official 
bill payer may take a salary out of the benefits. CPOC wants to know why taxpayers are paying 
nearly $1 million for this service. (We would also like to also know how we can get someone to 
pay OUR bills!) 
 
Important: 
BOS funds non-profits: however, in most cases these are not non-profit organizations that the 
majority of CPOC members would ever support. For instance, NONE of the monies goes to Chris-
tian organizations. None. Zilch. Nada. All the funded organizations are secular. In all my research, 
I have yet to see the names “God” or “Christ” related to any non-profits that the BOS funds. 
 

Moreover, unlike most non-profits that work hard at fundraising, the many non-profits financially 
supported by the BOS rarely fundraise. When they do, donations are low amounts. Why should 
they bother to fundraise when they can go to the Orange County Board of Supervisors, put out 
their hand and get taxpayer money? That is not the American way of running a non-profit organi-
zation! 

Cheryl Frink and Joette Koelsch gave super speeches at the March 14 meeting!  It is always great 
to hear what everyone uncovers about items on the BOS agenda! 

Please join us at future BOS meetings. Our voices needs to be heard. God Bless everyone! 

By Kathleen Harkins                                  
CPOC Member Working as a                        

Board of Supervisors Watchdog  
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OCGOP Chair 
“Feckless Fred” 
Whitaker at the 
March 2023 CAGOP 
seen nominating for                   
re-election another 
failure: Chair 
Jessica Patterson. 

Two excerpts from San Clemente Area Republican Women President 
Susan St. Peters March 2023 presidential message “In the Midst of a 
Civil War.” President St. Peters discusses the OCGOP’s early          
endorsements (14 months BEFORE the 2024 primary)! 
 
The fact that party leadership is 

not listening to the cries of its base 

grieves my soul. It’s hard to 

preach “unity” when you feel like 

all those in power are concerned 

with is absorbing your time,       

energy, and money for pre-selected candidates, some of whom 

definitely merit the RINO (Republican in Name Only) label. We 

need only look at their voting records. 

Yes, at some point, Republicans need to unify behind strong  

candidates who represent our true values and who can win. But 

this early endorsement may block otherwise stronger, better         

candidates from coming forward. Leadership might argue that 

since these incumbents were elected, they are the party’s choic-

es. If we had election integrity in California, people might              

believe that. Our party’s leadership claims that “no voter fraud 

occurred in Orange County,” but most ordinary conservatives 

don’t buy that claim. The only conclusion I can draw from all 

that’s transpired is that we “Americanists” must stand together to 

preserve America. I don’t want to see our party destroyed and 

greatly hope it can be restored and transformed from within. But 

if I have to choose, and I hope I don’t, I’d choose to save my 

country rather than my party. 

The CAGOP is a lot of things, but conservative is NOT one of them. Yet, 
they send out mailings showing the sender is “CA Conservatives.” 

CAGOP wants money, money, and more money! 
The CAGOP and OCGOP aren’t fooling anyone! These are RINO estab-
lishments that much of the Republican base wants replaced with REAL 
America First Conservative Patriots! 

 

Conservative Patriots are fighting 
two groups: 
   - Marxist-leaning Democrats 
   - RINO Republicans 

Shawn Steel, former CAGOP Chair and 

husband of Rep. Michelle Steel (CA-45), 

also nominated the 

dreadful and failing   

Jessica Patterson to 

be re-elected.  

As we head into the 

2024 election, the 

CAGOP and  OCGOP 

do NOT represent 

most Conservative 

Patriots. 

And that’s why Democrats keep winning! 

GUESS WHAT!  

Jessica Patterson was re-elected                             

to another failing term! 

Republicans insist we should have 

one day voting in person with             

paper ballots. So why did CAGOP 

allow ballot harvesting with           

machines at its 2023 convention?  

The CAGOP represents                   

UniParty politics! 

CAGOP fails Conservatives! 
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Depending on who runs on the Democrat side in the 
40th  Congressional  District, Rep. Young Kim should 
still be able to continue her RINO friendships with  
Democrats. (Pictured: Kim in pink happily standing with 
Nancy Pelosi as Joe Biden signs whatever his handlers 
put in front of him.) According to the University of           
Virginia Center for Politics, Kim is in a “likely Republi-
can” district. 

It’s another story in the 45th Congressional District 
where the Center for Politics says Rep. Michelle Steel’s 
seat “leans Republican.” The problem for Steel is that in 
a district that is 38% Democrat, 32% Republican and 25% NPP, she needs every Republican and 

NPP vote (as many NPPers are fed-up Republicans). Democrat 
Garden Grove City Council Member Kim Bernice Nguyen           
announced she is running against Steel and is already pouncing 
with regular news releases. With Steel seen by many in an unflat-
tering RINO light, her campaign might find it difficult to generate 
enthusiasm  beyond the frequently unsaid but implied GOP mantra 
of: “The Republican candidate might be a RINO but the Democrat 

is much worse.”  Posts celebrating the connection between Rep. 

Steel and the RINO CAGOP might keep more Republicans home 
on Election Day and help to elect Democrat Nguyen. 

With Democrat Senator Dianne Feinstein retiring, it will be an 
open seat in the 47th Congressional District. What a great    
opportunity for the OCGOP to bring in a fresh face and voice to 
the landscape. Instead, they bring in a retread! As CPOC President 
Deborah Pauly wrote in the March Conservative Chronicle: 

   Feckless Fred (Whitaker, OCGOP Chair) used that as an opportunity 
to fete the “early endorsement” of Scott Baugh for California’s 47th Congressional District. This will be 
Baugh’s third attempt at a Congressional seat.  
   First, Baugh ran against a seated incumbent Republican in good standing, weakening the incumbent 
and draining his campaign coffers. That’s how Orange County ended up with Democrat Harley Rouda as 
a Congressman representing Orange County in 2019. More recently, Baugh lost to Katie Porter for a 
Congressional seat. Even the coattails of the Fabulous Four (a conservative slate that sailed to victory in 
the recent Huntington Beach city council contest) couldn’t drag Baugh over the finish line. That’s a lot 
of weight to drag.  
   Anyone who has been paying attention knows what kind of damage Scott Baugh did to the Republican 
Party of Orange County when he was chairman. The party is on life-support, and he deserves a lot of 
credit for that status. He also pushed Republicans to register to vote by mail during his tenure. That 
was a precursor to The OC going to near exclusive mail ballot voting, a set-up to the current corruption 
of our election system. He did that, but then integrity has never been one of Baugh’s strong suits.  
   Baugh’s press release on the early endorsement is total   rubbish. The header proclaims, “The Repub-
lican Party of  Orange County Makes Rare Early Endorsement of Scott Baugh.” Rare? It happens all the 
time.  

 
If you are tired of RINO Orange County politics as usual, join CPOC! 
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MEET YOUR CPOC 2022 DIRECTORS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conservative Patriots of Orange County Mission Statement: 
   "The Conservative Patriots of Orange County sponsor educational programs and activities to support conservative 
 principles and candidates in all elections. We believe that the Constitution of the United States guarantees the               
 inherent rights of "we the people" by limiting the power of government. 

Executive Committee:  

President Deborah Pauly 

Vice President Martha Ming 

Treasurer Karen Hinton 

Recording Secretary Lisa Frank 

Finance Director Carol Bowen 

Membership Director Michele Markel 

Membership Comm. Director Mary Silzel 

Reservations Director Peggy Baranyay 

Corresponding Secretary Renea Helmer 

Chaplain Faith Canedo 

The Conservative Chronicle 

Editor-in-Chief 

Distribution 

 

Robin Itzler 

Michele Markel 

Public Relations Laura Thomas 

Social Media Open 

Americanism Betts Rivet 

15th MEU Liaison Donna Baranyay 

Election Integrity                 
Committee 

Cheryl Fink 

Susan Stivers 

Education Committee Linda Cone 

Bob Walters  

Parliamentarian  Open 

Board of Directors and Appointed Officers: 

Why is it that when archeologists find human                       

remains, they always determine that they                          

are either male or female and none of                                

the other hundreds of genders?  
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The Democrat party has been a stain on the nation since its 

founding in 1828 by a virulently racist president, Andrew Jack-

son. It was the party of slavery and the Confederacy, it initiated 

racial segregation by legislating and brutally enforcing Jim Crow 

laws. It unabashedly aligned with and supported the Ku Klux 

Klan for over nine decades, thus promoting antisemitism, religious 

persecution and xenophobia. Over the past 60 years, the Party 

has embraced and promulgated cultural Marxism which espouses 

the transformation of traditional American culture and society. The 

Party has succeeded in undermining the family structure and     

religious freedom as well as mainstreaming abortions up to the point of birth and what was once consid-

ered deviancy. 

The Democrat party’s two most exalted figureheads are the fervently racist Woodrow Wilson who set the 

Party on the path of undermining the Constitution in order to remold the United States into a “modern 

administrative state” (i.e., socialist) and Franklin Roosevelt who was enamored with and utilized Fascist 

principles in his “New Deal” thus permanently embedding them in the Party’s psyche. 

An unemotional examination of the underlying philosophies and the tactics the Nazi Party used to gain 

and maintain power reveals not just the common impulse to weaponize the judiciary to eradicate one’s 

political opponents (e.g., Donald Trump) but numerous other similarities between the Nazis and the 

Democrat party that cannot be ignored. Here are eight uncomfortable dimensions of that resemblance. 

First, racial and ethnic division was a central component of Nazi political strategy and philosophy. The 

Nazi Party was the most racially obsessed political party in human history. Today’s Democrat party is 

second only to the Nazi Party in their racial obsession. Every piece of legislation, every accusation 

against their opponents, every aspect of American society, even weather and climate are framed in     

imaginary racism.   

The Nazi Party’s obsession focused on their perverted belief in the inferiority and superiority of the races 

or ethnicities. This opened the door for blaming a specific ethnic group for all the problems facing their 

country. The Democrat party is claiming the root cause of virtually all problems facing this nation is 

“systemic racism” as theoretically instigated by one particular race. 

The Nazis used “fake news,” as does the Democrat party, in order to slice and 

dice the populace into identity groups and then promulgate grievance-riddled 

policies aimed at these manufactured factions in order to foment anger at a pre-

viously isolated group. Which for the Nazis were the Jews; and for the Democrat 

party, white heterosexual Christians and Jews. (Pictured: Josef Goebbels, Nazi 

Minister of Propaganda.) 

Second, In the 1920s and early 1930s, the Nazi Party relied on street riots, property damage and gratui-

tous violence utilizing their militant cadre, the Sturmabteilung (SA), to project power through intimidation 

while                                                                                                                     Continued on next page... 

By Steve McCann 

Published on American Thinker,  3/21/23  

(images added by CPOC to better show history & current events) 

https://www.carolmswain.com/2017/05/the-inconvenient-truth-about-the-democratic-party
https://www.justfactsdaily.com/fact-checkers-cover-democratic-partys-sordid-history-ku-klux-klan
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/aug/22/cultural-marxist-attack-western-society
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/30/woodrow-wilsons-case-against-the-constitution
https://www.mises.org/library/three-new-deals-why-nazis-and-fascists-loved-fdr
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-holocaust-memorial-belgium-idUKKBN1FE2OM
https://www.americanthinker.com/author/steve_mccann/
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while blaming others for the violence. Their ability to terrorize the citizenry and national political leader-

ship played a major role in their ascendance to power as they promised peace and impartial justice if 

elected. Almost immediately upon assuming the reins of government, they transformed the judicial    

system into a vehicle of oppression directed their political foes and the Jews while their allies were not 

prosecuted for any criminal activity. 

The Democrat party revealed in the summer of 2020 that they, too, have 

the wherewithal and inclination to acquiesce to street riots, property    

damage and gratuitous violence utilizing their militant cadre, Antifa and 

Black Lives Matter, to project power through intimidation while blaming 

white supremacy and police brutality for the violence. In the presidential 

campaign of 2020, the Democrat party implicitly promised peace and     

impartial justice if elected. Almost immediately upon assuming the reins of 

government, they transformed the Justice Department into a vehicle of oppression directed at their politi-

cal foes,  Donald Trump and all Constitutional conservatives, while their allies were either not prosecut-

ed or treated extraordinarily leniently. (Pictured: Democrat-supported Antifa and Black Lives Matters    

rioting and burning the American flag in 2020.) 

Third, in January 1933, Hitler was appointed Chancellor of Germany. Within four weeks a mysterious, 

and in all likelihood staged, fire broke out in the Reichstag (Congress) Building which the Nazis blamed 

on Communist agitators as their opening salvo in a violent coup. Using this pretext, the Nazis rushed to 

arrest and harshly prosecute selected elements of their political adversaries, 

thus intimidating the balance. They also forced through the Reichstag the     

Enabling Act of 1933 in March of the same year. This law embedded the Nazis 

as the sole dominant political party and ensured that only the Nazis could win 

future elections. (Pictured: Peaceful Trump supporters at the Capitol on Jan. 6.) 

The Democrat party seized upon in all likelihood a setup disturbance at the 

Capitol on January 6, 2021 to proclaim that it was an “armed insurrection” and 

the opening salvo in a violent coup attempt by Trump, his supporters and white 

supremacists. Using this pretext, the Democrats rushed to arrest and harshly prosecute those in attend-

ance in order to intimidate their political enemies. In the footsteps of the Nazi Party, the Democrats     

immediately pushed to pass the For The People Act, which would have overturned virtually all existing 

voter laws, embedded the Democrats as the sole  dominant political party and 

ensured that only the Democrats could win future elections. (Pictured: Even 

leftist CNN knows that Democrat-embraced Louis Farrakhan is anti-Semitic.) 

Fourth, antisemitism was a foundational principle of Nazism. Antisemitism, 

through the Democrats’ nine-decade alliance with the Ku Klux Klan, has long 

been foundational in the Democrat party. Today, many elected Democrats 

openly denigrate the state of Israel, glorify the Palestinian terrorists, and claim 

that Jews are disloyal. Thus, fomenting an exponential increase in anti-Jewish 

attacks in America’s major cities. 

Meanwhile, virtually the entire Democrat hierarchy bows at the feet of Ameri-

ca’s most virulent antisemite, Louis Farrakhan, who has referred to Judaism 

as the “religion of Satan” and Adolf Hitler as “a very great man.” This        

obeisance to Farrakhan and his ilk is concordant with the mindless              

acceptance of unbridled antisemitism by the hierarchy of the Nazi Party in the 

mid-to-late 1920’s. (Pictured: Former New York city council member Andrew 

Stein is one of the few Democrats who calls out the Democrat Party’s racism.) 

Fifth, the Nazi Party was fixated on censorship and eliminating any cultural 

institution, publication or speech that did not fully support them. Further, per 

socialist dogma, they were determined to destroy the family structure, replacing it with the state. The  

Nazis                                                                 Continued on next page... 

https://www.theprint.in/opinion/how-judiciary-helped-hitler-and-stalin-in-destroying-political-opposition/285057
https://www.heritage.org/election-integrity/report/the-facts-about-hr-1-the-the-people-act-2021
https://jns.org/other-minorities-committing-vast-majority-of-antisemitic-assaults-in-nyc
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrongeconomics101/how-socialism-has-destroyed-the-family-structure
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Nazis were notorious for book-burning rituals to intimidate and send the 

message that they would shut down anyone and anything that did not 

align with their ideology. Once in control of the national levers of     

powers, they did so with impunity particularly in the education sector 

whose revised primary purpose was to brainwash the youth. The    

Democrat Party is figuratively burning books as it uses social media 

mobs as the vehicle to send the message that they will shut down    

anyone or anything that does not align with their ideology. Further, 

they, in league with the teachers’ unions, are hellbent on programming America’s youth and destroying 

the family structure replacing it with the state. (Nazi book burning in 1933.) 

Sixth, the Nazis perfected the art of indoctrinating the citizenry through propaganda and “fake news.” 

Joseph Goebbels, Nazi Minister of Propaganda, is credited with saying: “If you tell a lie big enough and 

keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it.”     

This strategy has been and continues to be used to great success by the Democrat 

party and their fellow travelers in the so-called mainstream media. Whether it is the 

Russian collusion hoax, the so-called armed insurrection on January 6, 2021,         

climate change as an existential threat to mankind, suppression of voting rights, 

white supremacy running rampant, the necessity of lockdowns for the Covid pandemic or a myriad of 

other fabrications, the Party hierarchy lies with impunity as a means to their ends… as did the Nazis. 

(Pictured: One of several Nazi newspapers circa 1933.) 

Seventh, the Nazis, true to socialist ideology, preyed on class envy to stoke tensions and resentment as 

they blamed the Jews and wealthy capitalists for their nation’s economic woes. The Democrat party   

hierarchy began in 2009 blaming so-called “white supremacy” together with their century-old tactic of 

blaming wealthy capitalists for income and economic inequality in order to foment 

class envy and resentment.  

But the similarity does not end there.  In an extraordinary juxtaposition, the Nazis 

were able to vilify the wealthy and the industrialists while the subjects of their vitriol 

financed the Nazi Party. Hitler assured the German corporate titans that, despite 

their rhetoric, the Nazis would leave them alone and award them lucrative contracts 

if they sustained the Party through massive financial support. (American Nazis rally 

at Madison Square Gardens in New York City; February 1939.) 

The Democrat Party has established a similar rapport with the corporate establish-

ment, in particular the finance and tech sectors. In the   belief that they will be left 

alone by the Democrat party, the American corporate elites have financed the            party out to destroy 

capitalism. 

Eighth, Hitler, after serving in World War I, was an avowed communist who eventually joined the Nation-

al Socialist Party, later renamed the National Socialist Workers (NAZI) Party. He did so because it was 

larger and also espoused Marxism/socialism. Influenced by Mussoli-

ni and his Fascist Party, in the 1920s the National Socialist Party adopt-

ed extreme nationalism and government-controlled capitalism as a part 

of their foundational Marxist/socialist underpinning. While flirting with 

it for a number of decades, in the latter half of the Twentieth Century 

the Democrat party began to fully embrace an American version of the 

Marxism/socialism that underpinned the NAZI Party. Mark Levin in his 

seminal work American Marxism, lays out in detail this metamorpho-

sis. For all intents and purposes, the Democrat party could easily be renamed: The National Marxist/

Socialist Party. (Pictured: MSNBC reporter insisting a 2020 Black Lives Matter riot was peaceful.) 

The greatest threat to the survival of United States as founded is not offshore but within its borders: the 

Democrat party. 
 

https://www.historyextra.com/period/second-world-war/hitler-millionaire-backers-how-german-elite-facilitated-rise-nazis-third-reich
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/02/tech-billionaire-2020-election-donations-final-tally.html
https://www.alphahistory.com/nazigermany/hitler-and-mussolini
https://www.alphahistory.com/nazigermany/hitler-and-mussolini
https://www.investortimes.com/freedomoutpost/democratic-party-the-new-socialistcommunist-party
https://www.amazon.com/American-Marxism-Mark-R-Levin/dp/150113597X
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CPOC is an autonomous non-partisan, 527 political        
not-for-profit with membership open to a 
broad spectrum of political affiliations. We 
support limited government, local control, 
sound fiscal management, the free market 
and holding elected officials accountable. 

CPOC adheres to the values and principles of 
our nation’s founding as contained in the  
Constitution of the United States of America.  

 

by Michele Markel 

Membership Chair  

Wishing all CPOC Members a Happy Spring! 

I'm really looking forward to how beautiful southern California will be this spring and summer after all the rains! 
We've been blessed with enough water to fill up our reservoirs, green up all the foothills and fill the deserts with 
wildflowers! 

I recently learned that several members have not been receiving our email communications, which is the primary 
way we stay in touch in between meetings. If a CPOC member has mentioned to you that he or she has missed the 
Conservative Chronicle or other messages, please suggest that they check their spam and junk folders.  

The best way to keep this from happening is to add the CPOC address to your contact list:  

conservativepatriotsoc@gmail.com 

If it’s still a problem, please have them contact me at iseemicky@sonic.net or 714-787-4106. I am always happy to 
talk to our members and help in any way I can. 

Thank you to the majority of our members that renewed their CPOC membership for 2023. But there are still a few 
pending. Remember there are three easy ways to renew: 

1.  Go online at our website: Click here to complete the application and pay online with your                        
credit card. 

OR 

2.  Print out the application in this newsletter and mail it with your check for payment to address                          

at the bottom of the application. 

OR 

3.  Complete an application and pay in person at our next general meeting on March 16. When                  

renewing in person we accept cash, check or charge. 

CPOC is making a difference in Orange County! We welcome your sharing Conservative Chronicle with your fami-

ly and friends and encourage them to join! 

Have a blessed spring., 

Michele Markel 

mailto:conservativepatriotsoc@gmail.com
mailto:iseemicky@sonic.net
conservativepatriotsofoc.org
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More than 70% (72%) of American consumers prefer American-made products and nearly half (48%) say 
they’d be willing to pay around 10–20% more. An exclusive poll about buy-American shopping prefer-
ences from Retail Brew and The Harris Poll was conducted among a nationally representative sample of 
1,986 US adults from July 22–24, 2022. 
 

Overwhelmingly, Americans want to know where their products are made, 
and they can do so at retail stores by looking for a “Made in USA” label 
when they shop in person.  However, when they shop online, there is no 
country of original information provided in the description of a product by 
the top online e-commerce companies, Amazon, eBay, and Etsy. 
 

In 2020, The COOL Online Act  (S. 3707) was introduced by Senator Tam-
my Baldwin to require a prominent country-of-origin description for all 
products sold online as well as clear disclosure of the country in which the 
seller of the product is located. However, big retailers including Amazon 
want to hide where their products are coming from and lobbied to pre-
vent this bill from being voted on by the Senate.  The text of this bill was 
added as an amendment to the Endless Frontier Act (S. 1260), which 
passed the Senate, but was not voted on by the House.  A similar bill is planned to be introduced this year. 
 

In addition, all of the e-commerce companies take advantage of the “De Minimis” rule, created by Con-
gress as  Section 321 to the Tariff Act of 1930. “De Minimis” is Latin for “too trivial or minor to merit con-
sideration.” Its purpose was “to avoid expense and inconvenience to the Government disproportionate to 
the amount of revenue that would otherwise be collected.” 
 

A White Paper by the Coalition for a Prosperous America (CPA) states, “The 1938 Congress set low-dollar 
thresholds for three different importation scenarios, assigning a $5 threshold for bona fide gifts and per-
sonal effects travelers brought with them, and a $1 de minimis for  any other situation…Congress raised 
our de minimis threshold to a whopping $800 in 2015. China’s is 50 yuan, which is less than $8.  Goods 
eligible for de minimis treatment enter the U.S. free of duties and taxes…Express consignment companies 
like FedEx and UPS and e-commerce sites like Amazon and eBay are the primary actors lobbying to keep 
de minimis as a giant open-border backdoor. 
 

“U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP) itself acknowledges that raising the de minimis threshold 
changed the very nature of international trade.” Under the traditional paradigm, businesses would con-
tract foreign manufacturers, entering into supply contracts, importing particular products by the container-
load, and then distribute products to domestic retailers. “Large shipments would be consigned to a single 
purchaser, and typically consist of the same or similar goods. Under the new paradigm, that same shipping 
container has individual packages destined for hundreds of individual customers who are fulfilling the le-
gal role of “importer…” 
 

“For regular imports, the law requires importers to provide Customs & Border Protection (CBP) an advance 
manifest of the incoming cargo describing it. But de minimis shipments, including millions of e-commerce 
packages, typically arrive with no advance information.” 
 

CPA recommends that Congress “fix this by lowering the threshold back to $9 ($5, but adjusted for infla-
tion).” 
  

One company is leading the effort to adopt a private sector solution.  Don Buckner Sr., recently contacted 
me about the new online marketplace he is developing to provide consumers with easy access to domes-
tic manufactured products. MadeInUSA.com.  Customers will be able to identify and search by three 
sourcing categories: Made in USA, Made in USA with US & Global Materials, and Assembled in the USA. 

They                                                                                                                                      Continued on next page... 

By Michelle Nash-Hoff 
SAVING US MANUFACTURING—March 22, 2023 

https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=bbcf453ccf&e=7e24d0887d
https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=c835e2e39e&e=7e24d0887d
https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=a9d8cc5068&e=7e24d0887d
https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=5786bad98d&e=7e24d0887d
http://madeinusa.com/
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They may also search by a Business Certification such as Veteran, Women, Minority, GSA Holder, or Small 
Business. This will increase a company's visibility, allowing access to opportunities they might not other-
wise have.  Vendors must certify that products displayed on the site are produced in compliance with the 
Federal Trade Commission Made in USA claim. Strict adherence is required for all vendors.  MadeInUSA is 
now registering vendors and products at https://madeinusa.com/vendor.  The website is scheduled to go 
live in late 2023. 
 

I asked what will make his website different from other websites offering Made in USA products, and Don 
said, “MadeInUSA.com is an Enterprise level eCommerce marketplace specifically designed to highlight 
and promote vendors to domestically produced products. MadeInUSA.com is built using the latest tech-
nology and is the most comprehensive, secure, online resource for consumers and corporate buyers  As 

the premier and trusted online marketplace for products made in 
the USA, the site offers a doorway between U.S. manufacturers 
and the world.” 
  

Customers will be able to identify and search vendors by one of 
three categories: Made in USA, Made in USA with US & Global 
Materials, and Assembled in the USA. They may also search for 
vendors by a Business Certification such as Veteran, Women, Mi-
nority, GSA Holder, or Small Business. This will increase a compa-
ny's visibility, allowing access to opportunities they might not oth-
erwise have.  
 

Don explained, “The MadeInUSA.com eCommerce platform is based on a drop ship model and will col-
lect and pay all sales tax and shipping costs. All the manufacturers must do is build it and box it.” 
 

The website is now open for vendor applications to offer products directly to consumers. Vendors may list 
products for free but must certify that products displayed on the site are produced in compliance with the 
FTC Made in USA claim. Strict adherence is required for all vendors. Manufacturers and vendors can regis-
ter by visiting https://madeinusa.com/vendor to submit an application. 
    

U.S. consumers prefer to buy domestic products.  Today, it is hard for consumers to do that and easy for 
imports to by-pass customs duties.  Congress has legislators working to fix labeling and import duties. I 
applaud the focus of Don Buckner to reconnect U.S. manufacturers to the U.S. consumers and to create 
American jobs through increased demand for USA branded products. 
  

Industry Reimagined 2030 is working with national associations and the private sector to increase con-
sumer purchases of U.S. goods. We share the same commitment that buying USA-made products isn't just 
patriotic, it's an investment into our communities, our labor force, and our economy.  We aim to increase 
U.S. purchases by $500 billion that will result in 2 million jobs by 2030.  
 
Click here for the link to the article and website where you can learn more about buying USA made prod-
ucts. 

https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=ae923275af&e=7e24d0887d
https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=e697b50674&e=7e24d0887d
http://madeinusa.com/
http://madeinusa.com/
https://savingusmanufacturing.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c6ecbe97fd1ae084bac3bd433&id=02148979a0&e=7e24d0887d
https://madeinusa.com/vendor
https://savingusmanufacturing.com/blog/?mc_cid=17f44f3f87&mc_eid=7e24d0887d
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The March 2 “How to Lose in 2024” by Jay Valentine opens with: 

Industrial-scale fraud, committed by organized actors, accelerates 

over time like a drug-resistant bacterium.  

If you want to know how America is going to get screwed in 2024, 

follow the dough.  That is the Zuckerberg dough. Zuck and pals are 

spending tens of millions of dollars, not padding voter rolls, not 

fighting lawsuits, not getting voters out early… they are spending 

the dough infiltrating and controlling election commissions. 

For those who think … click here to read the full article. 

Robin Itzler posted two American Thinker columns in March. 

In Been There. Done That. Not Doing it Again. Robin shares her 

frustration with today’s RINO Republican leadership. She proclaims that she will no longer vote for a 

candidate solely because he/she has an “R” after their name and the threat that the Democrat candi-

date is still worse than the RINO. If this is how you feel, you will want to read the article. 
 

There Are Compelling Pragmatic Considerations Behind Supporting Trump or DeSantis focuses on 

the many reasons Robin believes Ron DeSantis will NOT run in 2024. However, she also points out that 

it might not matter who Republicans nominate if we don’t have election integrity. 

 

Here are links to some articles that                           

Conservative Patriots might want to read. 

BAR ASSOCIATIONS GOING AFTER TRUMP SUPPORTERS  

JENNA ELLIS TURNS OUT TO BE A RINO!  

The 65 Project goes after attorneys that stood up with President Trump 

regarding the questionable 2020 presidential election, seeking to have 

them disbarred. In 2022, the organization filed a legal ethics complaint 

against Jenna Ellis in her home state of Colorado. 

Over the years, we have all heard Ellis strongly    

support and defend Trump, as any attorney should 

for their client. Turns out jellyfish have thicker spines 

than Jenna Ellis.  

Read how the California Bar Association is targeting esteemed attorney John Eastman, 

distinguished constitutional scholar at the Claremont Institute. 

Click here for “The Caving of Ex-Trump Attorney Jenna Ellis” by Rachel Alexander. 
 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/03/how_to_lose_in_2024.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/03/been_there_done_that_not_doing_it_again.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/03/there_are_compelling_pragmatic_considerations_behind_supporting_trump_or_desantis.html
https://www.wnd.com/2023/03/caving-ex-trump-attorney-jenna-ellis/?fbclid=IwAR3s9xxfIpzxalqPiCdlRioRFa2o67woeU5QfZxYQ-CZXGpnma_L-vKZP2w
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California Governor Newsom & Siebel Newsom’s Focused on YOUR FAMILY 

Read the captivating opening paragraph of Katherine Daigle’s latest column and then click 
here for the full article. It’s a must-read for Californians who see our state’s freedoms                 
disappearing. 

Carl Marx said that communism would ensure that children would be edu-

cated by the state and not by their parents. He wrote in the Manifesto, would 

“rescue education from the influence of the ruling class. Alexandra Kollontai, 

the Soviet’s first People’s Commissar for Welfare, put it succinctly when she 

wrote: the old family, narrow and petty, where the parents quarrel and are 

only interested in their own offspring, is not capable of educating the ‘new 

person’. Soviet schools even encouraged students to snitch on their par-

ents. They quickly realized that the way to completely change society was to 

destroy the most important civil society institution, the family." (“Socialism 

and Family | The Heritage Foundation”) Its culture and education commis-

sar, George Lukacs, therefore instituted a system to instruct young children 

into sexual perversions. Lukacs’s special lectures were organized in schools 

and literature printed and distributed to ‘instruct’ children about free love, the 

nature of sexual intercourse, the archaic nature of bour-geois family codes, 

the outdatedness of monogamy, and the irrelevance of religion, which de-

prives man of all pleasure. Children urged thus to reject and deride paternal 

authority and the authority of the church, and to ignore precepts of morality.”  

CPOC Member Rudy Melendez Conduct Poll at CAGOP 
CPOC members Rudy Melendez and Evelyn Nunez were delegates at the CAGOP convention. They conduct-
ed a poll during the event and it was reported in Cal Matters.  Here is an excerpt from “Trump is Still the  
Favorite for California GOP Delegates” by Alexei Koseff. 

Take the grassroots straw poll that Orange County delegate Evelyn Nunez Jones and Los Ange-
les County delegate Rudy Melendez were organizing at the convention by handing out busi-
ness cards with a QR code link to an online survey. Early results, with about 150 participants, 
showed Trump running away with three-quarters of the vote, they said, ahead of a field includ-
ing DeSantis, former United Nations Ambassador Nikki Haley (who is running for president) 
and former Congress Member Liz Cheney (who has not announced a campaign).  

Click here to read the article. 

https://katherinedaigle.substack.com/p/california-governor-newsom-and-siebel?utm_source=direct&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
https://calmatters.org/politics/2023/03/california-republican-party-trump-desantis/
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Why are Ford and Tesla eliminating AM radios in their electric vehicles? To understand what that 
means to Conservative talk radio, you need to know the history of AM radio.  

It started with the 1934 Communications Act that granted radio licenses to AM stations that “served 
the public interest.” It meant that BOTH sides of an issue had to be shared, which is why there was 
mostly news, music, and religion, but not programs that distinctly leaned liberal or conservative.  

Those of a certain age will recall listening to their favorite music that came through AM radio air-
waves often with a lot of static. It was a big technological advancement in the 1960s, when radio 
stations broadcasting music switched to FM with its superior sound. 

The switch to FM meant that many AM radio stations now had a lot of empty programming. They 
filled the time by creating talk radio. The way they got around the Federal Communications Com-
mission’s (FCC) Fairness Doctrine was with call-in radio that allowed people with different views to 
call the show and share their opinion.  

Under Republican President Ronald Reagan, the fairness 
doctrine was eliminated in 1985 because it took away the 
right to free speech. That opened the door for talk radio that 
catered to a specific audience. In 1988, Rush Limbaugh 
started his famous talk radio program that lasted until his 
death in 2021. At the height of the program’s success, the 
show aired in 650+ radio stations nationwide. There are 
many conservative talk radio stars that followed Rush and 
became icons on the AM dial. 

Interestingly, Conservative talk radio got a big boost with 
the 1996 Telecommunications Act that was promoted by 
Democrat President Bill Clinton. The Act eliminated how many radio stations any one company 
could own.  

Why AM remains important 
It’s important that cars continue to have AM radio and it’s not just for talk radio. In times of emer-
gency, AM radio is how federal, state, and local officials communicate with the public and provide 
safety alerts. (For example, during the recent California blizzards where residents were stranded in 
mountain communities without food, water or medicine, alerts could have gone out such as: 
“During this historic blizzard Governor Gavin “Hair Gel” Newsom is vacationing in warm Mexico 
and can’t be bothered with sick or dying constituents.”) 
In all seriousness, everyone should have at least one battery operated radio at home in case there 
is an emergency.  

Putting aside emergency situations, AM radio is Conservative talk radio.  

So, it makes us wonder why some electric vehicle manufacturers such as Ford and Tesla are not 
installing the AM radio in their cars. They claim that the AM frequencies cause buzzing and signal 
fading.  

Or is this a way to stop Conservative talk radio? If this sounds like a loony conspiracy theory, just 
remember that in the last few years, almost all conspiracy theories once labeled “loony” or 
“misinformation” have come true. If you want to share your thoughts about the importance of auto-
mobiles having AM radio: 

Ford CEO Jim Farley: 
 Email (invest relations): fordIR@ford.com 
 Phone:   313-337-2667 
 Write:    18900 Michigan Avenue, Dearborn, MI 48126 
 
Tesla CEO Elon Musk: 
 Email (media relations): press@tesla.com 
 Phone:   512-516-8177 
 Write:    1 Tesla Road, Austin, TX 78725 

mailto:fordIR@ford.com
mailto:press@tesla.com
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Part 6 

CFRW Still Appears to Have TWO Presidents! 
On the left, President Mary Ervin with Senator Ted Cruz at NFRW Board of Directors Meeting in Washington DC. 

           On the right, President Janet Price on a Zoom with Carl DeMaio.     

We hope you had a wonderful holiday.  
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